Actian PSQL V12 for F9
Windows 10 support, live migration, data defragmentation, and more

Actian PSQL is one of the most reliable, low maintenance, high-performance database management systems in the
world. The V12 Server, VX Server, and Workgroup editions keep users up-to-date with new capabilities for boosting
performance, expanding into global markets, and using high speed reporting and data analytics. The current
V11/VX11 will no longer be supported as of 06/30/17 and new F9 Professional orders need to include the V12 SKU.

Key Features and Benefits
Online data defragmentation boosts performance
■■

Runs as a new self-service app to locate fragmented files and easily fix them with no disruption to operations.

Any virtual machine with live migration
■■

The technology from VX Server has been extended to PSQL V12 Server and Workgroup enabling all editions of
PSQL V12 with the ability to run in a virtual environment. Customers can make hardware and configuration
changes without invalidating their PSQL license.

PSQL VX Licensing is Data-Only
■■

VX V12 now supports unlimited concurrent users.

■■

Licensing based solely on data usage.

Reasons to Upgrade
■■

Backwards Compatibility—Backwards compatibility is supported. F9 services can assist with the V11/V12
migration/upgrade for a fee.

■■

Simplified Installation—Determines correct applications to install (32-bit or 64-bit) automatically.

■■

Latest Platform Support—Including Windows 10.

■■

Stay up-to-date—Boost performance on an on-going basis.

For pricing information, contact F9 sales team at sales@f9.com.
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